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Disclaimer
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Front Door Security
Never carry keys again with the Yale Digital Door Lock Collection. Combining high
security with cutting edge technology, the Yale DDL range offers ideal front door
solutions for the contemporary home.

Yale® DDL – SYDM3109

External Doors

Yale Digital Door Lock Collection
Your choice of access solution:

Common Features
• 60mm backset mortice lock suitable for
steel and wooden doors 40-80mm thick
• Mechanical key override – 2 keys supplied
• Pin Code can be 6-12 digits
• Scrambling code feature minimises chance
of exposing your PIN code
• Anti-panic egress meaning the door
automatically unlocks every time inner lever
handle is used
• Voice guide feature
• For child safety, button on inner handle can
be set so it must be depressed before the
lever will operate

Card and Code
SYDM3109

• Low battery signal and emergency power
option using standard 9V battery
• Built in 80dB alarm will sound should any
attempt be made to damage lock or force
door open
SYDM3109 Features:
• Three access solutions: proximity card, PIN
code or key
• Easy registration of cards (4 supplied, can
have up to 40)
• Easy to invalidate missing cards
• Finish: Silver
SYDM4109 Features:
• Three access solutions: fingerprint
verification, PIN code or key

Fingerprint and Code
SYDM4109

• Easy registration of users (up to 20)
• One touch fingerprint verification method
using biometric technology
• Finish: Black

Did you know?
Keyless locking solutions offer
the ultimate in convenience.
With digital door locks, you
can say goodbye to lost keys,
jangling keys in pockets and
cutting keys for visitors.
See also Digital Deadbolts
page 10.
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Entrance Locksets
The front door is the first thing that people see when visiting your home. Make a statement
with one of ASSA ABOLY's Entrance Locksets; stricking yet functional, these Locksets add the
finishing touch to any house or renovation.

Deadbolt (top) and Orbit (below)

External Doors

Apex Mini-Lever with round escutcheons

Orbit Lockset

Mayfair Entrance Handle Set

Hawthorn® Lockset

Capri Entrance Handle Set

Apex Turn Set with square escutcheons

Yale Entrance Locksets

Interlock Apex Entrance Sets

Features

Features

• Suitable for left or right handing to a
door thickness of 35 – 45mm

• Sleek minimalist design

Did you know?

• Provides smooth and easy operation of
the lock

To create a stylish appearance

• Can be keyed alike to other ASSA ABLOY
locks
• Orbit and Hawthorn® are both available
in entrance, passage, privacy and
dummy sets to cater for internal doors
Finishes

• Provides consistency in finish when
paired with Stainless Steel Pull Handles
• Can be keyed alike to other ASSA ABLOY
locks

• Satin Chrome

• Comes kitted with Optimum Mortice
Lock for secure locking

• Polished Brass

Finish

• Antique Brass (Orbit only)

• Stainless steel

Options

Options

• Key in knob/key in lever

• Mini-Lever or Turn Set

• Entrance handle sets

• Square or Round Escutcheons
• Kitted with either 2-Point or 4-Point
Optimum Mortice Lock
(refer to page 19)

for your main entrance and
achieve a high level of security,
Yale Entrance Locksets can
be combined with a deadbolt
system (refer to page 9 or 11).
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Deadlatches & Deadlocks
Deadlatches offer outstanding security for any home. The traditional styling of the
Deadlatch Series offers a choice of turnknob or lever. The Deadlock Series offers a
premium level of security and is also suitable for use in commercial applications.

Lockwood 001 Deadlatch – Chrome Plate Finish

External Doors

355 Deadlock™

001 Deadlatch

001 Deadlatch® with Lever

303 Deadlock™

002 Deadlatch™

002 Deadlatch™ with Lever

®

Lockwood Deadlocks

Lockwood Deadlatches

355 Deadlock Features

001 Double Cylinder Deadlatch Features

• Lockable turn knob with inbuilt
clutching device designed to resist
wrench attack

• LockAlert indicator shows at a glance
whether the internal knob is key locked

®

• Turn knob is interlocked in the case to
resist hammer attack

• SafetyRelease™ automatically unlocks
the internal handle upon entry,
minimising the risk of being locked in

• Strong interlocking case and mounting
plate is designed to resist jemmy attack

• Latch hold back function can be
activated by external key or internal knob

• Concealed fixing and a positive
deadlocking action

• Can be keyed alike to other ASSA ABLOY
locks

• Suitable for hinged or sliding doors

• Outwards opening and metal frame
options available

• Can be keyed alike to other ASSA ABLOY
locks
303 Deadlock Features
• Strong interlocking case and mounting
plate is designed to resist jemmy attack

002 Single Cylinder Deadlatch

The 001 Deadlatch features

• Convenience of lever handle option

you to see at a glance if the

• Can be keyed alike to other ASSA ABLOY
locks

• Suitable for hinged or sliding doors

• Outwards opening and metal frame
options available
Deadlatch Finishes

Deadlock Finishes

• Gold

• Gold

• Satin Chrome Pearl

• Satin Chrome Pearl

• Chrome Plate

• Chrome Plate

• Brown Powder Coat

• Brown Powder Coat

Did you know?

• Latch hold back function can be
activated by external key or internal lever

• Concealed fixing and a positive
deadlocking action

• Can be keyed alike to other
ASSA ABLOY locks

Visit assaabloy.co.nz to
view the 001 Deadlatch
installation video.

LockAlert® which allows
internal knob is key locked
(refer to page 11).
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Digital Deadbolts
Digital deadbolts make day-to-day access to and security of your home effortless. Digital
deadbolts are contemporary in design and offer electronic functionality to proven robust
locksets for your peace of mind.

Yale Digital Deadbolt

External Doors

Common Features
• Ideal for new doors or as a replacement for
existing door locks, will easily fit most existing
mechanical deadlock fitments.
• Adjustable 60–70mm backset
• Low battery warning. Mechanical key
override can be used should battery go
completely flat
• After 5 unsuccessful PIN entry attempts the
lock will shut down for 3 minutes

Lockwood Digital Deadbolt

• Automatic relocking (manual operation also
selectable)
• Built in alarm will sound should any attempt
be made to forcibly remove outside lock
from door
• Motorised tapered bolt helps align door
during locking
Yale Digital Deadbolt Features:
• One master PIN code and 10 user codes
• Illuminated push button keypad for
convenience night time entry
Lockwood Digital Deadbolt Features:
• Touchscreen keypad leaves no trace of your
PIN code; cryptic code function for addition
security
• One master PIN will manage up to twenty
user PIN codes

Yale Digital Deadbolt

• Visual light guide assists in lock
programming
• Temporary user codes can be programmed
to last from 3 hours to 2 weeks
• Also suitable for internal and light
commercial doors, such as storerooms and
shop fronts

Did you know?
With the Lockwood Digital
Deadbolt you can give visiting
friends, family, the cleaner
or a tradesman a temporary
pin code allowing them entry
within a programmed time.
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Deadbolts
The elegant Paradigm® 005 Deadbolt Range combines enhanced security and safety
features with stylish, innovative designs to complement your home. Incorporating the
round and square rose, Paradigm is available in four plated finishes. High security with
visual appeal, the Lockwood Paradigm Deadbolt series offers high protection in a
range of options that complement the door and entrance way to any home or office.

Lockwood Paradigm 005 Deadbolt – Chrome Plate Finish

External Doors
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LockAlert® Indicator

Paradigm 005 Deadbolt Square

Double Cylinder Deadbolt

Lockwood
Paradigm® 005 Deadbolt

Yale Double and Single
Cylinder Deadbolts

Features

Features

• Innovative multi-mode deadbolt with
a slimline design

• Recommended for use in conjunction
with all Knobs and Lever styles

• LockAlert® Status Indicator shows at
a glance whether the internal handle
is locked

• Can be keyed alike to other
ASSA ABLOY locks

• Counter balanced stainless steel bolt
for added security

• Door thickness: 35 – 45mm
Finishes

• Suitable for doors with a thickness of
35 - 50mm

• Satin Stainless Steel

Finishes

• Antique Brass

• Polished Brass

• Gold
• Satin Chrome Pearl
• Satin Chrome Brushed
• Chrome Plate
LockAlert® operates in three modes:
Secure Mode
The door is locked from both the
inside and the outside and can
only be unlocked using the key.
Safety Mode

Did you know?

The door is locked from the outside
and free to exit from the inside.

When locked, the bolt

Passage Mode

lock cannot be forced into an

The door is free to enter from the
outside and exit from the inside.

be used.

Visit assaabloy.co.nz to view the
"Paradigm on Display" TV segment.

mechanism in a deadbolt
open position - a key has to

Entrance Handles
Lockwood Entrance Handles are constructed using the finest materials to incorporate
the maximum standards in style, durability, finish and design. Lockwood Entrance
Handles are suitable for use on timber or aluminium frames, as well as glass doors;
making them the ideal choice for commercial, industrial and residential applications.

Lockwood 142 Entrance Handle

External Doors
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Lockwood
Entrance Handles
Features
• Nine designs, ranging from the
classic to the contemporary
• Constructed of 304 grade
stainless steel, Lockwood
Entrance Handles are suitable for
use in external environments

141

• Each Lockwood Entrance Handle
comes supplied with spigots
to suit 10 – 12mm thick glass
doors, as well as spigots to suit
aluminium and timber doors up
to 50mm thick

145

Standard Finishes
• Satin Stainless Steel

151

142

146

Did you know?

192

143

147

231

With its pull to open
operation, the Optimum
Roller Ball Mortice Lock is
the ideal lock to combine
with Lockwood Entrance
Handles (refer to page 19).

Palladium Door Furniture
®

With smooth, slimline styling and a contemporary finish, the Palladium® reflects
a new level of sophistication achieved by the highest manufacturing standards.
Interior designers, builders and home owners can choose from a versatile array
of levers designed specifically for residential and semi-commercial applications.

Lockwood Palladium Door Furniture with Aria lever

External Doors

Summit

®

Aria

®

#L1

#27

Spire

®

Element TM #L3

#L2

®

Hakea

#28

®

Acacia

®

Glide TM #L4

®
Saltbush #34

#29

®

Lockwood Palladium

Lockwood Palladium Xtra

Features

Features

• Innovative range of nonhanded levers manufactured in
New Zealand and Australia

• Designed specifically for the Optimum
range of mortice locks to increase
functionality

• Solid metal lever escutcheon

• Internal snibbing for Safety Mode

• Suits the standard version 85mm
pitch mortice locksets. 48mm
and 92mm pitch options are also
available.

• For use on door thicknesses 32mm – 45mm

• Supplied with screws to suit door
thicknesses 32mm–45mm
• Hub accomodates a 7.6mm
spindle
• Handle sets include a 7.6mm–
8mm stepped spindle
• Use with Euro profile cylinder
Palladium Finishes
• Satin Chrome Pearl
• Black
• Powder Coat Colours

• Easy field selectable handing

Did you know?

• Lockalert® Status Indicator, shows at a

Palladium® is also available

glance whether the internal handle is
locked
•	Use with Euro profile cylinder
Palladium Xtra Finish
• Satin Chrome Pearl
• Black
• Powder Coat Colours

as a dummy set which
enhances the appearance
of a non-operating door.
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Mortice Locks
The Interlock Optimum™ Mortice Lock is easy to install and has field selectable handing.
There are different models available for sliding and hinged applications. The Optimum™
range of mortice locks is compatible with a range of levers on long plate furniture
including: Palladium® and Palladium Xtra.

Did you know?
For ultimate security, ensure
your door is fitted with a
multi-point Optimum™
mortice lock.

Interlock Optimum Mortice Lock with Palladium Xtra Door Furniture

External Doors

Interlock Optimum™ Mortice Lock

Interlock Optimum Roller Ball Lock

Interlock Optimum Sliding Door Lock

Interlock Optimum™
Mortice Lock

Interlock Optimum
Roller Ball Lock

Interlock Optimum
Sliding Door Lock

Features

The Optimum Roller Ball range
creates convenience through its pull
to open operation making it ideal for
stylish front entrance suites.

Features

• Easily reversible bevelled latch bolt
enables field selectable handing
• Stainless Steel forend plate
• Use with 85mm pitch furniture
(such as Palladium®) and accepts
either 8mm or 7.6mm spindle
• Latch can be deadlocked by key
• Two locking bolt options –
13mm and 24mm throw
• Available with 1-point, 2-point and
4-point locking
• Three backsets available –
30mm, 40mm and 50mm
• Lockalert® Status with Indicator,
available with Palladium® Xtra
furniture only, shows at a glance
whether the internal handle is
locked
• New Zealand made

Features
• Design allows for optional latch
adjustment and both projection
and spring force to suit the
application
• Available for purchase separately,
or as part of a kit with stainless steel
pull handles
• Suits a wide range of door sizes and
applications
• Can be keyed alike to other
ASSA ABLOY locks
• Stainless steel forend plate
• Strike options to suit both timber
and aluminium doors
• Two backsets available –
40mm and 50mm
• Made in New Zealand
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• High level of security provided
through single deadbolt and
unique fly-out beaks preventing the
door from being lifted
• Anti-slam pin helps prevent
accidental damage to throw prior
to door closure
• Three backsets available – 30mm,
35mm and 40mm
• Lockalert status indicator shows
at a glance whether the door
is deadlocked - available with
Palladium Xtra furniture only
• Available as double cylinder,
cylinder and turnknob, half cylinder
or half turnknob
• Can be keyed alike to other
ASSA ABLOY locks
• Made in New Zealand

Sliding Door Lock
The Interlock Endeavour® Sliding Door Lock is the ideal choice for timber or
aluminium sliding doors. It combines advanced security and safety features with
contemporary styling and is suitable for new or retrofit applications. The Endeavour
has two handle styles to chose from.

Interlock Aria Endeavour Sliding Door Lock

Interlock Endeavour® Sliding Door Lock

Did you know?

Features

Finishes

• Non-handed lockset

• Black Powder Coat

Interlock Endeavour sliding

• Twin locking beaks for added security

• Satin Chrome Pearl

door locks together with

• Anti-slam feature protects locking
beaks from accidental damage

• Other powder coated
finishes are available as a
special order

To increase the security, use

Patio Bolts (refer to page 30).

• LockAlert® Status Indicator shows at
a glance whether the internal handle
is locked
• DualSelect® two stage locking on
double cylinder version
(refer to page 21)
• Ergonomic sliding snib with intuitive
downward motion to unlock
• The Endeavour has two handle styles
to choose from; Aria or Albany

Albany Endeavour Sliding Door Lock

External Doors
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Sliding Screen Door Lock
Incorporating Lockwood’s advanced safety and security features, DualSelect® and
LockAlert®– the 8653 Sliding Security Door has been designed in Australia and
manufactured to stringent quality specifications.

Lockwood 8653 Sliding Screen Door Lock

Lockwood 8653 Sliding Screen Door Lock

Did you know?

Features
• Non-handed lockset
• Dual Select®
• Two stage key locking, offers safety
and security by giving a choice of
privacy-locking or deadlocking
• Turning the key to the first selection
engages the privacy-lock. This offers
security from the outside whilst
allowing occupants inside to safely
exit using the internal lever
• Turning the key to the second
selection engages the deadlock. A
key is required to unlock the door
from inside and outside
• LockAlert® Status Indicator shows
at a glance whether the internal
handle is locked

• The range has been tested
in accordance with relevant
Australasian industry standards,
offering exceptional performance
and reliability
• Perfect for residential applications
• Cylinder must be purchased
separately
Finishes
• Black Powder Coat
• White Powder Coat
• Satin Chrome Pearl

The 8653 Sliding Security
Door Lock provides
occupants with a clear
indication of the lock's status:
green for passage, yellow for
safety and red for secure.
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Velocity Door Furniture
®

The Lockwood Velocity® series sets a new benchmark in easy installation and is ideal
for both new and retrofit applications. The Lockwood Velocity® series includes passage
sets for connecting doors, privacy sets for bathroom and toilet doors and dummy half
sets for use on cupboard and wardrobe doors where a consistent styling is desired.

Lockwood Velocity with Glide™ - L4 Lever

Internal Doors

Installing a Velocity lever set is
quick and easy for even the most
novice DIYer. Sets are supplied preassembled, which means fiddling
with loose screws and spindles are
a thing of the past. Screws align
through the rose, removing the need
to locate them blindly through the
door. A simple twist, quick tighten of
screws and the levers are installed!

Summit®- L1

Align

Spire®- L2

Twist

Element™- L3

Tighten

Glide™- L4

Lockwood Velocity® Features
• All fixings are concealed beneath
removable rose trim providing
a crisp and clean presentation
• Simple twist and tighten fixing
method and lever set pre-assembly
allows for super easy and super fast
installation

Hakea - 28

• Available in a choice of six lever
designs and three finishes
• The rose fits 50mm or 54mm
diameter holes making it suitable
for retrofit and common door
preparations

Saltbush - 34

• Designed for the specific needs of the
Australian and New Zealand markets
• All Velocity levers and roses are made
from solid zinc die-cast
Finishes
• Satin Chrome Pearl
• Chrome Plate
• Brushed Satin Chrome

Visit assaabloy.co.nz to view the
Velocity installation video.

Did you know?
Velocity® lever styles are
common to the Lockwood
Palladium range, facilitating
a consistent aesthetic
throughout the home.
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Sliding and Folding Door Solutions
The Henderson range of sliding and folding track systems are ideal when space is at a premium. With
the option of straight sliding, folding, round-the-corner or multi-directional door systems, Henderson
gives people the freedom to utilise space and create designs with a difference.

Henderson Swift

Henderson Husky Sliding 50 and 100

Internal Doors

Husky Sliding
50 and 100

Double Top

Features

Features

• Suitable for timber, timber framed,
composite or metal doors

• For double track sliding doors

• Supports doors up to 50kg and 100kg
respectively, with a maximum width of
1250mm and a door thickness of 20-50mm
Options
• Available with low headroom pack, soft stop
pack and/or simultaneous action pack
• Fascia for aluminium track

• Suitable for heavy duty aplications i.e.
wardrobes and cupboards in hotels and
offices
• Silent nylon hangers and aluminium track
• Easily adjusted door height
• Suitable for doors with a maximum
weight of 45kg, width of 900mm and
with a thickness of 16-40mm

Did you know?
Swift

Henderson sliding and

Features

for saving space, maximising

• For sliding entrance doors and/or doors
between rooms

adjusting room sizes and

• For timber, timber framed and composite
doors
• Silent nylon guides and hangers on
aluminium track
• Suitable for doors with a maximum weight
of 30kg, width of 1525mm and thickness of
25-40mm
Options
• Pelmet available which fits on to track with
push fit end caps
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folding systems are perfect
door opening widths,
increasing safety.

Window Handles
An essential home security product, the modest window handle comes in a range
of styles all with different functionality. ASSA ABLOY window handles can be colour
matched to your joinery and are available with high and low profiles to suit all window
applications.

Aria Venting Fastener

Window Locking Solutions
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Aria Venting Fastener

Aria Confix Fastener

Features

Features

• Suitable for casement or awning windows

• Suitable for casement or awning windows

• Unique double tongue feature enables
controlled ventilation with a single action

• Sleek, low profile design to suit situations
where a sliding door would pass in front of
a window

• Concealed fixing
• New Zealand Made
Options
• Left and right handed models available
• Available in a range of colours

• Modern, wedgeless design
• Concealed face fixing
• New Zealand Made
Options
• Left and right handed models available
• Available in a range of colours

Aria Wedgeless Fastener
Features
• Suitable for casement or awning windows
• Smooth, solid handle with modern styling
• Wedgeless design

Did you know?

• New Zealand Made

The majority of burglaries

Options

opportunity. The safest

• Left and right handed models available
• High and low profile available
• Available in a range of colours

occur as a result of an easy
window is a closed window
with a quality window lock
(refer to page 28)

Window Locks
An essential, but often overlooked aspect of security, windows are considered to be
the main point of entry for break-ins. All window locks can be keyed alike to other
ASSA ABLOY locks.

MC93 Pushlock

Did you know?
Some insurance companies
do not insure house contents
unless window locks are fitted.

Pushlock

Multibolt

• Suitable for awning, casement,
sliding and double hung timber or
uPVC windows

• Suitable for most sliding sash and
awning timber framed windows and
some metal framed windows

• Reversible bolt to allow cylinder to be
located on the left or right of the lock
body to suit application

• Steel deadlocking bolt provides added
security

• Easy to use, push to bolt, key to
deadlock
• Ideal for installation alongside
window winders

Finishes
• Available in a range of colours to
complement any window design and
finish

MC85 Multibolt

Ventlock
• Suitable for most aluminium
horizontal sliding windows
• Easy to use, press button to lock, key
to deadlock

Sashlock
• Suitable for most aluminium top and
side hung windows
• Turn to latch, key to deadlock
operation

MC76 Sashlock

MC70 Ventlock

Window Locking Solutions
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Window Restrictors
Window restrictors allow for safer window ventilation for at-home security. By
restricting the window opening, restrictors can guard against injury caused by falling
particularly good for residences with small children. Releasable and non-releasable
options are available.

Scan to view
the Guardian
features and
benefits video
Yale Guardian Securistay

Yale Guardian Securistay

Yale Safety Stay

Features

Features

• For timber or aluminium awning
windows

• For timber or aluminium awning and
casement windows

• Limits the opening to 100mm

• Stainless steel scissor arm is designed
to limit the opening to a maximum of
100mm

• Allows safer ventilation, plus child
safety, particularly in multi-storey
installations
• Modern low profile design fits neatly
behind blinds and curtains
• Restrictor is fully releasable, but only
when the window is fully shut

• Allows ventilation with a degree of
security, plus child safety, particularly
in multi-storey installations
• Helps to avoid interference with
foot traffic in ground level or walk-by
situations

• As a security feature, the Guardian
automatically re-engages when the
window is closed
• Available in a range of colours to
complement any window design and
finish
• Made in New Zealand

Yale Safety Stay

Did you know?
The Guardian Securistay is
fully releasable using the tool
provided, meaning windows
with Guardian's can be used
as a means of escape in
emergencies.

Patio Bolts
Increased security designed to complement your door furniture, the MC82 Patio Bolt
is recommended for use on aluminium, timber and uPVC doors offering additional
protection without compromising style.

Yale Patio Bolt

Did you know?
ASSA ABLOY has an extensive range of
colour finishes available for a variety of
door and window hardware solutions.
Your hardware can be colour matched
to your existing interior framing to
create a universal look throughout
your home.

Yale MC82 Patio Bolt

Lockwood 680 Patio Bolt

Features

Features

• The MC82 Patio Bolt is a secure
deadlocking bolt for hinged, sliding or
bi-fold doors

• The 680 Patio Bolt is a heavy duty
surface mounted product

• 9.5mm heavy gauge bolt providing
good security
• Reversible bolt to allow cylinder to be
located on the left or right of the lock
body to suit application
• Can be keyed alike to other ASSA ABLOY
locks
Finishes
• Available in a range of colours to
complement any door design and finish

With ASSA ABLOY you can start
thinking in colour today.

• Suitable for a wide range of
aluminium and timber sliding, patio
and hinged doors
• Can be keyed alike to other
ASSA ABLOY locks
Finishes
• Black Powder Coat
• Satin Chrome Pearl

Lockwood 680 Patio Bolt

Visit assaabloy.co.nz to view
680 Patio Bolt installation video.

Window Locking
External
Accessories
Solutions
Doors
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Door Closers
The Lockwood range of door closers ensure your doors close behind you, keeping exits
and entries secure - ideal for connecting doors from the garage. Lockwood door closers
are easy to install on most applications and are made to international standards.

Lockwood 403 Door closer

Lockwood
1022 Series Door Closer

Lockwood
400 & 403 Screen Door Closer

Features

Features

• Suitable for outward opening
doors only

• Easy to install with adjustable closing
speed

• Adjustable closing speeds

• Door hold-open feature

• Power size two

• 400 operates on a powerful spring and
pneumatic recoil mechanism and is
suitable for doors weighing up to 31kg

• Suits doors up to 35kg
• Non-handed

Lockwood
2024 Series Door Closer
Features
• Hydraulic rack and pinion design
with adjustable Backcheck
• Fire rated up to 4 hours (depending
on type of fire door) in accordance
with AS1905.1
• Available in a range of sizes to suit a
variety of door sizes and weights

Did you know?
Door closers ensure doors
1022 Door closer

close automatically and are
used for security, privacy,
environmental, and fire
control purposes.

• 403 operates on a pneumatic operation
for smooth closing and is suitable for
doors weighing up to 21kg
2024 Series Door Closer

Door Accessories
ASSA ABLOY has a range of door accessories to suit every need no matter what
type of door you may have.

Interlock Steadfast Door Stop

Did you know?
Flush Bolts are an economical
way of securing an inactive
door in a double door
installation.

Interlock Steadfast
Door Stops
• Self-latching feature with toeoperated release means no bending
down
• Suitable for internal and external
doors
• Available in a range of colours
• Floor mount and wall mount versions
available
• Door mount version with short or
long arm available
• New Zealand Made

Yale Snap Magnet
Door Catch
• Suitable for closets and doors
• Holds door in closed position and
prevents doors “bouncing” when
closed
• Smooth action

Yale Door Viewer
• Allows safer inspection of visitors.

Yale Door Guard

Yale MC96 Door Viewer

• Allows safer inspection of visitors.
• Use with inward opening doors

Yale Safety Chain
• Allows safer inspection of visitors

Yale MC715 Securi Door Guard

• Hardened steel slide chain

Lockwood Flush Bolt
• Visually appealing as rebated into
door or door frame ensuring bolt is
flush with door surface

Yale MC30
Safety Chain

• Slide or toggle action to thrown or
withdraw the bolts

Yale Snap
Magnet Door Catch

Lockwood Flush Bolt

External Doors
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Padlocks and Accessories
From locking-up bicycles and letterboxes, to sheds and garages, the humble padlock
has such a wide range of applications that it is often overlooked as a security solution.
Lockwood padlocks and accessories are available in different security levels.

Lockwood High Security 334 Series Brass Padlock

Lockwood Padlocks
Lockwood padlocks range from Handy
Lock Padlocks to General Purpose, to
High and Maxiumum Security Padlocks.

Did you know?
A padlock is only as good as
the device it is secured to.

Lockwood also offers a range of Marine
Padlocks ideal in coastal environments.

Padlock Accessories

Ensure you purchase padlocks
and padlock accessories of a

Lockwood General Purpose
120 and 121 Series Padlocks

similar rating.

A range of padlock accessories are
available to accompany the high calibre
range of padlocks. Padlock accessories
include hasp and staples, padbolts and
chains. These items also range from
Handy Lock, to General Purpose, to High
and Maximum Security.
Lockwood Padbolt

Lockwood Chains

Lockwood Hasp and Staple

Glossary of terms

Glossary of Terms

AS1905.1	Australasian Industry Standard measuring fire
resistance of doors.

Latchbolt

A spring-actuated, bevelled bolt.

Latchset

A door fastening mechanism, comprising of latch,
strike and door furniture.

Lockset

A lock, complete with strike and door furniture, 		
such as knobs, levers, escutcheons, or handles.

Mortice Lock

A lock designed to be inserted into the edge of a 		
door, rather than being mounted to its surface.

CYL4®	A wafer cylinder generally used in window locks,
which can accept a standard C4 key.

Nightlatch

A rim or mortice lock, with a spring-actuated 		
latchbolt. Operated by key or turnknob.

Deadbolt	A bolt on a lock that is moved by turning a key or a
knob.

Padbolt

A sliding bolt lockable by a padlock.

AS4145.2	Australasian Industry Standard measuring lockset
performance against security and durability
criteria.
Backset	The term used for the horizontal distance from the
face of the lock to the centre line of the cylinder,
key hole or knob hub.

Deadlock	Key access from inside and outside the door or
window for security.
Door Furniture	Knobs, levers, handles, roses, plates or
escutcheons used in conjunction with locks and
latches.
Door Hardware	A broad term used to group all the items that
are fitted or related to doors, i.e., hinges, locks,
padlocks, door closers, pull handles, bolts, stops,
tracks, etc.
Dummy Trim

Non-operating door trim, which is installed for
appearance or as a pull handle only.

Flush Bolt

A door bolt so designed that when installed, it 		
is flush with the face or edge of the door.

Handed

A product designed or assembled for use only 		
on right hand doors, or only on left hand 		
doors, but not both.

Key In Knob (or Lever)	Various locking and latching functions operated by
a knob or lever complete with a cylinder or turn
knob, incorporated within the knob or lever.
Key Locking

Indicates that operation of the key locks or 		
unlocks the furniture and/or the bolt of the lock.

Keyed Alike	Indicates identical keying for two or more locks.
Window and door locks can be keyed alike so you
can enjoy the convenience of your home being
secured with just one key.
Keyed To Differ

A different key is needed to activate each lock.

Latch

Door-fastening devices having no locking function.

Padlock	A small, portable lock consisting of a case
containing a lock mechanism, a shackle or
U-shaped bar that fastens into the lock case,and
usually requires a key to open the locking
mechanism.
Passage Set

A term commonly used to describe a latchset 		
with handles on both sides of a door but no 		
locking function.

Privacy Set	A term for locks used on bathroom and bedroom
doors having an inside button or turnknob to lock
the outside handle and usually an emergency
function, which will unlock the set from the
outside.
Rebated Door

A door where the leading edge is stepped.

Rebated Locklatch	A mortice lock or latch which has the faceplate
and strike shaped to match the rebated edge of
a door, usually the meeting edges of two door
leaves.
Rim Lock

A lock or latch which is mounted to the 		
surface of a door, rather than inserted into it.

Spindle

The drive shaft that connects the knob or lever to
the latch or lock mechanism to operate the bolt.

Tubular Bolt

A bolt having a tubular case.

Tubular Lock

One having a tubular shaped case and requiring 		
bored (round) holes rather than a chiselled
rectangular mortice.

Turnknob

A device used to lock, unlock or retract the bolt.

The global leader in
door opening solutions.
Interlock is a renowned New Zealand brand
that provides a wide range of high-quality door
and window hardware for both residential and
commercial markets.
Due to the brand’s broad product portfolio, it
is able to react creatively to individual needs,
providing its customers with highly customised
solutions.
Yale is one of the oldest international brands in the
world and probably the best-known name in the
locking industry. The Yale history captures major
innovations that have marked the evolution not
just of Yale, but of the entire locking industry.
With an unparalleled global reach and range of
products, Yale reassures more people in more
countries than any other consumer locking brand.
Lockwood is the leading brand in the Australasian
locking industry. With a well-established reputation
for high quality products, this iconic brand provides
a wide range of locking solutions to residential
housing, commercial building and industrial
application markets.
Established in 1921, PC Henderson has long been
acknowledged as a world leader in the design and
manufacture of Sliding Gear Systems for domestic,
commercial and industrial applications involving
sliding and folding doors.
ASSA ABLOY is the global leader in door opening
solutions, dedicated to satisfying end-user needs
for security, safety and convenience.
ASSA ABLOY is represented in all major regions, in
both mature and emerging markets, with leading
positions in New Zealand, Australia, Europe and
North America.
As the world’s leading lock group, ASSA ABLOY
offers a more complete product range of door
opening solutions than any other company in the
market.

info.nz@assaabloy.com
www.assaabloy.co.nz
www.yalelock.co.nz
www.pchenderson.co.nz
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ASSA ABLOY New Zealand Ltd
6 Armstrong Road
Albany, Auckland, 0632
New Zealand
+64 9 415 7888

